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ABSTRACT
We clarify the relationships between Guerraoui and Kapalka’s
opacity correctness condition for Transactional Memory (TM)
algorithms and the TMS1 and TMS2 conditions we have previously proposed. Using formal, machine checked simulation
proofs constructed using the PVS theorem proving system,
we have shown that all algorithms that satisfy opacity also
satisfy TMS1, and that all algorithms that satisfy TMS2
also satisfy opacity.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Transactional memory (TM) [8, 16] provides an abstraction
that allows programmers to express that a block of code
should appear to be executed atomically (either all or none
of its effects should be seen) and in isolation (transactions
should not observe each other’s partial effects). Guaranteeing these properties is the responsibility of the system
(some combination of compiler, runtime library, and hardware), not the programmer. Thus, TM aims to bring similar
benefits to shared memory programmers as database transactions have delivered to database programmers for decades.
A dizzying array of TM algorithms have been proposed in
the quest to achieve good performance and scalability. Many
of these algorithms are complex and subtle, particularly because they execute transactions “optimistically”: they execute transactions concurrently in the hope that no conflicts
occur, but are prepared to detect conflicts that do occur. If
no conflicts occur, a transaction’s effects can become visible
to others, in which case it is said to commit; otherwise, conflicts may be resolved by ensuring that a transaction’s effects
do not become visible, in which case it is said to abort.
To be useful, it is crucial that TM algorithms correctly provide the guarantees expected by programmers. Despite all
of the work on many different TM algorithms, relatively little attention has been paid to formally specifying what it
means for them to be correct, a critical step on the path to
proving that they are correct.
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Different requirements are appropriate for different contexts.
In our work, we have been most interested in specifying
correctness properties for TM runtime libraries to be used
to implement proposed transactional language features for
C++ [1]. In this context, because user code is executed during transactions, it is important that no transaction observes
inconsistent behavior even if it ultimately aborts, because
this can cause fatal runtime errors such as divide-by-zero,
as well as infinite loops. For this reason, traditional correctness conditions for database transactions—such as serializability [13]—are not adequate for this context because they
say nothing about the behavior of transactions that abort.
Guerraoui and Kapalka [6] were the first to attempt to formalize a correctness condition—opacity—that requires all
transactions (including active and aborted ones) to observe
consistent behavior. Opacity requires that, at any time,
there is a single execution that is consistent with the behavior observed by all transactions. We and others [4, 9] have
previously observed that this requirement is unnecessarily
restrictive: provided a transaction observes behavior that
is consistent with some correct execution, fatal errors while
executing user code are avoided. In fact, opacity precludes
some eligible implementations such as dependence-aware [2,
15] TM algorithms.
In our previous work [4], we defined a condition TMS1 that
requires the behavior observed by all committed transactions to be justified by a single execution, while allowing active and aborted ones to be justified by different executions.
We specified TMS1 precisely as the set of executions exhibited by an I/O automaton, which we defined and modeled
using the PVS langauge [14], allowing for formal, machinechecked proofs that TM algorithms satisfy TMS1 via well established proof methods such as simulation and refinement
[11, 12].
To our knowledge, no rigorous proof that a TM algorithm
satisfies opacity has been developed prior to our work in this
area. In particular, the most commonly used method used
to show that a TM algorithm satisfies opacity depends on
structural properties of the algorithm [5], which have not
been formally shown to hold for any TM algorithm as far as
we know.
We have another paper under submission [10], in which we
present a framework we have developed using the PVS theorem prover [14] for proving that TM algorithms (mod-

eled using I/O automata) satisfy various correctness conditions (also modeled using I/O automata). We have used
this framework to construct a formal, machine-checked hierarchical proof that the NOrec TM algorithm [3] satisfies
TMS1. One of the automata in this proof hierarchy models
the TMS2 condition presented in [4]. TMS2 is more restrictive than TMS1, but is much closer to the intuition of
many TM algorithms, including NOrec. Thus, it is easier to
prove that NOrec satisfies TMS1 by proving that it satisfies
TMS2, and composing this result with our proof that TMS2
satisfies TMS1.
We have recently reproved the latter result in such a way
that it has a side effect of “putting opacity in its place”.
Specifically, we proved that TMS2 satisfies TMS1 in two
steps by proving that TMS2 satisfies opacity and that opacity satisfies TMS1. This result confirms our previous conjecture [4], which is good news for several reasons. First,
algorithms that are proved to satisfy opacity are now known
to also satisfy TMS1. Second, our result paves the way for
rigorous machine-checked proofs that TM algorithms satisfy opacity, and in fact, to our knowledge, our proofs that
NOrec satisfies TMS2 and that TMS2 satisfies opacity together constitute the first such proof. We also find it comforting to confirm our belief that accepting TMS1 as the
correctness condition of choice for a class of TM algorithms
does not require us to preclude any algorithms that satisfy
opacity, which has been widely accepted by the community.
In the remainder of the paper, we introduce the I/O automaton that formally specifies the opacity condition, and give
an overview of the proofs establishing that TMS2 satisfies
opacity and that opacity satisfies TMS1.

2.

OPACITY AS AN IOA

Because an I/O automaton cannot generate an execution
without first generating all of its prefixes, the set of executions of every I/O automaton is naturally prefix-closed. For
the same reason, an implementation that satisfies opacity
cannot exhibit an execution that has a prefix that does not
satisfy opacity. Some definitions of opacity [6] have nonetheless allowed such executions. By specifying opacity via an
I/O automaton whose executions are naturally prefix closed,
we model the prefix-closed definition of opacity [7].
Figure 1 presents the automaton we use to precisely specify Opacity(O), the opacity condition for a TM algorithm
implementing transactions on a generic object O, whose sequential semantics are represented by legalO , the set of legal
sequences of operations on O. In this figure, σ|S denotes the
subsequence of the sequence σ containing only elements of
the set S. σ|≤s denotes the prefix of the sequence σ up to
and including the element s.
The actions in the lefthand column of Figure 1 represent invocations by transactions, with the preconditions capturing
well-formedness requirements, and the effects making appropriate state transitions that should be self explanatory.
Two points that may require further explanation concern
the effects of the begint and invt (i) actions. The begint action adds a pair (t0 , t) to extOrder for every transaction t0
that completed before t began; this records the real-time
ordering between transactions, so that we can enforce opac-

ity’s requirement that the order in which transactions appear
to take effect preserves the real-time order of transactions.
The invt (i) action records t’s invocation, so that—together
with the corresponding response—it can be validated and
recorded when the response occurs.
The actions in the righthand column represent the TM system’s responses to transactions’ invocations. Again, the preconditions capture well-formedness requirements that should
be self-explanatory, and the effects make appropriate state
transitions; note that respt (r) records t’s pending operation
together with the response r in t’s operations.
It remains to describe the most interesting and important
parts of the automaton, which are the key to ensuring that
it produces exactly the set of opaque histories.
The preconditions of the respt (r), commitOkt , and abortt actions each have an additional requirement whose purpose is
to ensure that, after the action takes effect, the history produced so far by the automaton is opaque. (We also specified
an automaton that expresses opacity in the postconditions
of the actions, which is slightly simpler and more intuitively
maps to opacity, but is less convenient for proving the properties stated in the next section. We have proved the two
formulations to be equivalent.) Let us first examine the precondition for commitOkt .
The opaqueValidCommit(t) condition requires that there exists a serialization σ of all transactions that have started,
such that σ respects the real-time order of transactions (denoted by ser(ST, extOrder)). It further requires that there is
a set S that contains all transactions that have committed,
some subset of those that are commit-pending (i.e., have invoked commit, but have neither committed nor failed yet),
and t itself, as t will have committed after the action takes
effect. Finally, it requires that, for every transaction t0 ∈ S,
the history that is produced by concatenating the operations performed by each of the transactions in S up to and
including t0 in the order of σ respects the sequential semantics of the implemented object O. We note that, although
all transactions before t0 are considered to be committed
(either they are actually committed, or they are commitpending and have been chosen for the set S), t0 itself may
not be committed and may not even have invoked commit.
This captures the requirement that the serialization chosen
also justifies the responses of active transactions.
This captures the same requirements as stated for opacity
in [6]:
A history H is opaque if there exists a sequential history S equivalent to some history in set
Complete(H), such that (1) S preserves the realtime order of H, and (2) every transaction Ti ∈ S
is legal in S.
The precondition for the abortt action is identical, except
that it requires that t is not included in the set of transactions chosen, because t will abort if the action takes effect.
The precondition for respt (r) is again similar, but it modifies
the value of opst to include the invocation-response pair that

State variables
extOrder : binary relation on T ; initially ∅
For each t ∈ T :
statust : {notStarted, beginPending, ready, opPending, commitPending,
committed, cancelPending, aborted}; initially notStarted
opst : (IO × RO )∗ (i.e., a sequence of operations); initially ∅
pendingOpt : IO ; initially arbitrary
Actions for each t ∈ T
begint
Pre: statust = notStarted
Eff: extOrder ← extOrder ∪ (DT × {t})
statust ← beginPending

beginOkt
Pre: statust = beginPending
Eff: statust ← ready

invt (i), i ∈ IO
Pre: statust = ready
Eff: pendingOpt ← i
statust ← opPending

respt (r), r ∈ RO
Pre: statust = opPending
opaqueValidResp(t, pendingOpt , r)
Eff: statust ← ready
opst ← opst · (pendingOpt , r)

committ
Pre: statust = ready
Eff: statust ← commitPending

commitOkt
Pre: statust = commitPending
opaqueValidCommit(t)
Eff: statust ← committed

cancelt
Pre: statust = ready
Eff: statust ← cancelPending

abortt
Pre: statust ∈ {beginPending, opPending,
commitPending, cancelPending}
opaqueValidFail(t)
Eff: statust ← aborted

Derived state variables, functions and predicates
ST , {t | statust 6= notStarted}
DT , {t | statust ∈ {committed, aborted}}
CT , {t | statust = committed}
CPT , {t | statust = commitPending}
opSeq(σ) , opst1 · opst2 · . . . · opstn where σ = t1 t2 . . . tn
opaque(σ, S, ops) , ∀t ∈ range(σ) : legalO (opSeq(σ|S∪{t} |≤t , ops))
opaqueValidCommit(t) , ∃σ, S: σ ∈ ser(ST, extOrder) ∧ CT ∪ {t} ⊆ S ⊆ CT ∪ CPT ∧ opaque(σ, S, ops)
opaqueValidFail(t) , ∃σ, S: σ ∈ ser(ST, extOrder) ∧ CT ⊆ S ⊆ CT ∪ CPT \ {t} ∧ opaque(σ, S, ops)
opaqueValidResp(t, i, r) , ∃σ, S: σ ∈ ser(ST, extOrder) ∧ CT ⊆ S ⊆ CT ∪ CPT ∧ opaque(σ, S, ops[opst := opst · (i, r)])

Figure 1: Opacity(O) Automaton.
will become part of the history if the action takes effect, so
must be included in the evaluation of whether the history
will be opaque after the action takes effect.

3.

OVERVIEW OF PROOFS

In this short paper, we describe the proofs that “put opacity
in its place” only at a high level. We plan to release our
proof framework, which includes these proofs, in the near
future, hopefully in conjunction with the above-mentioned
paper about the framework [10]. At that point, interested
readers will be able to view the definitions and properties
used in our proof in precise detail, and will even be able to
step interactively through our proofs using PVS.

In [4], we specified our TMS1 condition via an automaton
TMS1(O) that captures the allowed behavior of a TM algorithm implementing transactions on a generic object O.
However, because TMS2 is intended to be closer to the intuition of common TM algorithms that typically implement a
shared memory object, we specified TMS2 directly for such
objects, via a TMS2(init) automaton (where init is a predicate that is assumed to be satisfied by the initial state of
the shared memory object).
Using our framework, we have formally specified and mechanically proved the following two theorems, where A ≤F
B denotes that there is a forward simulation from automaton A to automaton B.

Theorem 1 Opacity(O) ≤F TMS1(O).
Theorem 2 TMS2(init) ≤F Opacity(Mem(init)).
The automaton Opacity(Mem(init)) is Opacity(O) instantiated with a read-write memory object whose initial state
satisfies the init predicate.
The most interesting and challenging part of proving these
forward simulations is showing that, when the precondition
of the respt (r), commitOkt , or abortt action holds in a state
of the more concrete automaton (e.g., opacity(O) in the case
of Theorem 1), then it also holds in any state of the more abstract automaton (TMS1(O) for Theorem 1) that is related
by the simulation relation.
TMS2(init) is expressed using a sequence of memory states
[4], and preconditions for the above-mentioned actions are
stated in terms of validity with respect to that sequence.
For example, reads performed by writing transactions that
commit successfully must be consistent with the last memory state in the sequence at the time they take effect, while
reads of read-only transactions are allowed to be consistent
with any memory state in the sequence that was the last one
at any point during the read-only transaction’s execution.
As a result, there is somewhat of an intuitive gap between
the preconditions in the commit actions of TMS2(init) and
Opacity(Mem(init)).
We addressed this issue by performing the proof for Theorem 2 in two steps.
We defined another automaton
TxnOrdTMS2(init), which records the initial state of the
memory and a sequence of committed writer transactions (in
the order that they commit) instead of the sequence of memory states that those transactions write. We then proved the
following two lemmas, which together imply Theorem 2.
Lemma 1 TMS2(init) ≤F TxnOrdTMS2(init).
Lemma 2 TxnOrdTMS2(init) ≤F Opacity(Mem(init)).
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